Apelin retards the progression of diabetic nephropathy
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Day RT, Cavagneri RC, Feliers D. Apelin retards the progression of diabetic nephropathy. Am J Physiol Renal Physiol 304: F788–F800, 2013. First published January 9, 2012; doi:10.1152/ajprenal.00306.2012.—Apelin and its receptor APJ have pleiotropic effects in mice and humans and play a protective role in cardiovascular diseases at least partially by inhibiting oxidative stress. Our objective was to study the effect of apelin on the progression of kidney disease in mice with established type 1 diabetes. Ove26 mice with type 1 diabetes received daily subcutaneous injections of apelin for 2 or 14 wk. APJ localizes in the glomeruli and blood vessels of kidneys. Renal APJ expression was reduced in diabetic mice but increased after treatment with apelin. Apelin treatment did not affect glycemia, body weight, or blood pressure in diabetic mice. Whole kidney and glomerular hypertrophy, as well as renal inflammation, including monocyte chemotactic protein 1 and vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 expression, NF-kB activation, and monocyte infiltration, was inhibited after short and long treatment with apelin. Apelin administration significantly reduced albuminuria at 6 mo. Short treatment with apelin was sufficient to reverse the downregulation of the antioxidant enzyme catalase. Expression of angiotensin II and angiotensin type 1 receptor (AT1) in kidneys from diabetic mice treated was not affected by apelin. These findings show for the first time that apelin exerts a protective effect on the diabetic kidney. Short administration is sufficient to reduce kidney and glomerular hypertrophy as well as renal inflammation, but prolonged treatment is required to improve albuminuria. This effect was independent of the activation of the renin angiotensin system but correlated with upregulation of the antioxidant catalase. Apelin may represent a novel tool to treat diabetic nephropathy.

Apelin (APLN) is an endogenous ligand of the G protein-coupled receptor APJ (56). The APLN gene encodes a 77-amino acid precursor, preproapelin, that is cleaved by proteases and is secreted as APLN-36, -17, and -13, corresponding to the number of amino acids (44). These peptides are biologically active and bind to a single receptor APJ with different affinities (44). APLN signaling through APJ mediates a wide range of physiological actions on the vasculature, on immune responses, and on glycolipid metabolism (12, 44). APLN and APJ are expressed in the brain, lungs, heart, and kidneys, and APJ is expressed in neurons, endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells, and cardiomyocytes (44).

Several studies have shown that APLN plays a protective role in cardiovascular disease. APJ, the APLN receptor, is the most significantly upregulated gene among ~12,000 after mechanical offloading of failing myocardium in patients with heart failure (5). Pretreatment with APLN-13 ameliorated the reduced heart function in rats after ischemia/reperfusion by upregulating antioxidative enzymes (66). Administration of APLN reduces cardiac fibrosis in mice infused with ANG II, by antagonizing ANG II signaling and stimulating production of nitric oxide (51). Several studies conducted in the cardiovascular system have demonstrated a reciprocal antagonism between the ANG II/AT1 and the APLN/APJ axes (3). For instance, activation of APJ by APLN lowers blood pressure while activation of AT1 by ANG II increases blood pressure, and ANG II causes left ventricular hypertrophy and fibrosis, whereas apelin increases cardiac output without causing hypertrophy (3). APLN and APJ levels are maintained in the compensated left ventricular hypertrophy phase in Dahl salt-sensitive rats but decline in heart failure; this decline is mediated by ANG II/AT1 receptor (26).

The regulation and role of the APLN/APJ axis in the normal or the diabetic kidney have not been studied. Plasma APLN concentration is increased in patients with type 1 diabetes (38), but neither regulation of expression of the APLN/APJ system nor its effect on diabetic kidneys has been studied. The current study evaluated whether short- or long-term administration of APLN to mice with established type 1 diabetes attenuates features of diabetic nephropathy. We found for the first time that APLN-13 exerts a protective effect on the diabetic kidney. Short treatment was sufficient to reduce kidney and glomerular hypertrophy as well as renal inflammation, but prolonged treatment was required to improve albuminuria. Apelin also
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restored the expression of the antioxidant enzyme catalase, which was downregulated in kidneys from diabetic mice. This indicates that the renoprotective effects of APLN-13 could be due to stimulation of antioxidant pathways. Apelin may represent a novel tool in the treatment of diabetic nephropathy.

METHODS

Mouse Model of Type 1 Diabetes

Experiments were carried out in male FVB/Ove26 and their wild-type littermates FVB/NJ (stock no. 005564; Jackson Laboratory), starting at 10 wk of age. Ove26 mice develop hyperglycemia soon after birth (67), and their age corresponds to the duration of diabetes. Control and diabetic mice received daily subcutaneous injections of vehicle (saline) or [pyr1]-APLN-13 (Sigma-Aldrich; 150 μg/kg of body wt) for up to 3 mo. All experiments were approved by the University of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio, Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Blood Pressure Measurement

Blood pressure was measured in conscious mice using a Hatteras Instruments MC4000MSP tail-cuff blood pressure monitoring system. Mice were trained for 5 days. On the day of recording, they were allowed to rest for 10 min after being placed in the holder before starting the measurement to avoid stress-related changes in blood pressure. Blood pressure was recorded over 30 cuff inflations after 10 training cuff inflations.

Albuminuria and Creatinine Clearance

Mice were placed in metabolic cages before death for 24-h urine collection, and blood was drawn at the time of death. Urine albumin was measured by ELISA using Albuwell M (Exocell, Philadelphia, PA), urine creatinine was measured by ELISA (Cell Biolabs, San Diego, CA), and plasma creatinine was measured by HPLC.

Renal Histochemistry and Morphometric Analysis

Kidneys were fixed in 10% formaldehyde and embedded in paraffin, and 4-μm sections were cut. Sections were stained with periodic acid Schiff (PAS) or Sirius red by the Cancer Therapy and Research Center at the University of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio, and were examined at ×400 in a blinded manner. Images were obtained with an Zeiss Axio Imager A1 microscope. Glomerular tuft area was measured after size calibration using the Image Pro Plus software.

Immunohistochemistry and Immunofluorescence

APJ and WT1 (wilm tumor protein 1) staining. Frozen sections (4-μm sections) were fixed in cold acetone and quenched in 3% hydrogen peroxide for 6 min. After blocking with Background Sniper (Biocare, Concord, CA) for 20 min, slides were incubated with the rabbit polyclonal anti-WT-1 (1:250; sc-192; Santa Cruz) and anti-APJ (1:100, LifeSpan Biosciences LS-A64) overnight at 4°C in a humidified chamber. After being rinsed, slides were incubated with goat anti-rabbit polymer-horseradish peroxidase (Biocare, Concord, CA) for 20 min at room temperature. Immunoreactivity was visualized with 3,3′-diaminobenzidine (DAB; Biocare).

Cluster of differentiation 68, monocyte chemoattractant protein 1, vascular cell adhesion molecule 1, and megalin staining. Antigen retrieval from paraffin-embedded sections (4 μm) was performed in citrate buffer at 100°C for 6 min. Primary antibodies (cluster of differentiation 68 [CD68], Serotec MCA 1957; monocyte chemoattractant protein 1 [MCP1], Abcam ab25124; vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 [VCAM1], Abbiotec 250908; and megalin, LifeSpan Biosciences LS-B105) were incubated overnight at 4°C in a humidified chamber. After being rinsed, slides were incubated with biotinylated secondary antibody for 20 min at room temperature. Streptavidin-peroxidase complex (LASB+ System-AP; DAKO) was used for amplification and immunoreactivity was visualized with Fast (DAKO).

Reverse Transcription and Quantitative RT-PCR

RNA was extracted from kidney cortex (~50 μg of tissue) using Trizol (Invitrogen) and used for reverse transcription (RT) using iScript RT SuperMix (Bio-Rad). The resulting cDNAs were used for quantitative PCR using the RT2 qPCR Master Mix and the following primers from SABiosciences/Qiagen: VCAM1: cat. no. PPM03208B (RefSeq no. NM-011693); MCP1: cat. no. PPM03151G (RefSeq no. NM-011333); catalase: cat. no. PPM04394C (RefSeq no. NM-009804); and GAPDH: cat. no. PPM02946E (RefSeq no. NM-000884).

The quantitative (q)PCR was run in a MasterCycler RealPlex4 (Eppendorf). Quantitation of the mRNAs was performed using the 2−△△Ct method using GAPDH as a housekeeping gene.

Immunoblot Analysis

Immunoblot analysis was performed as described in (7, 13). Briefly, slices of kidney cortex were homogenized in lysis buffer (no. FNN-0071; Invitrogen) supplemented with protease inhibitor mix (P-2714; Sigma), 1 mM PMSF, and 5 mM orthovanadate. Protein concentration was measured and 10–20 μg of whole cell lysates were separated on SDS-PAGE, transferred to nitrocellulose membranes, and probed with anti-AP (LS-A64; LifeSpan Biosciences), anti-MCP1 (ab25124; Abcam), VCAM1 (250906; Abbiotec), anti-p65 (8242; Cell Signaling Technology), anti-p-p65 (3033; Cell Signaling Technology), anti-catalase (ab-16731; Abcam), anti-activated AT (905-743-100; Assay Design), anti-AT (LS-B4614; LifeSpan Biosciences) and anti-actin antibody (A-5441; Sigma), and IRDye800- or IRDye700-coupled secondary antibodies were used for detection using Odyssey Infrared Imaging System (LiCor Biosciences, Lincoln, NE).

Nuclear Extracts

Nuclear extracts were prepared using NE-PER nuclear and cytoplasmic extraction reagent kit (Thermo Scientific). Briefly, 20–100 mg of kidney tissue were cut into small pieces, washed once with cold PBS, and collected by centrifugation. Tissues were homogenized using a Dounce homogenizer in Cytoplasmic Extraction Reagent I (CER I) and incubated on ice for 10 min. Cytoplasmic Extraction Reagent II (CER II) was added, and samples were centrifuged. Nuclei pellets were resuspended in nuclear extraction reagent and incubated 10 min on ice, repeated for 40 min. After centrifugation, supernatants (nuclear extracts) were collected. Protein concentration was measured, and 20 μg of nuclear extracts were used for immunoblotting.

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation Assay

Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assay was performed as described by Nelson et al. (41). Cross-linked chromatin from kidney cortex were sheared by sonication and used for immunoprecipitation using ChIP-validated p65 antibody (8242; Cell Signaling Technology) or control IgG (sc-3888; 1:100; Santa Cruz Biotechnology). DNA was purified from the immunoprecipitates using a 10% Chelex (Bio-Rad) solution supplemented with proteinase K (0.2 mg/ml final), incubated at 55°C for 30 min followed by boiling for 15 min, and used for quantitative PCR using primers amplifying the region spanning 1 kb 5′ of the transcription start site (+1, −1,000) of the VCAM1 promoter [cat. no. GPM1050041(-)01A; SABiosciences/Qiagen].

Renal Content of APLN-13 and ANG II

The renal content of APLN-13 and ANG II was measured by enzyme immunoassay kit from Phoenix Pharmaceuticals, (Burlingame, CA) according to manufacturer’s instruction. Equal amounts of renal cortical homogenates (250 μg) were used for each sample.
Diabetic Ove26 mice and control littermates were treated with 1 daily subcutaneous injection of apelin (150 μg·kg⁻¹·day⁻¹) at 10 wk (2.5 mo) of age. Mice were euthanized at 12 wk (3 mo) and 24 wk (6 mo) of age.

**Apelin levels were decreased** (after multiple comparison adjustment as needed) were considered significant.

**Statistics**

Data were expressed as means ± SE and ANOVA for comparison among multiple groups using the Tukey posttest analysis for comparison, using the GraphPad Prism 5.0 software. Values of \( P < 0.05 \) (after multiple comparison adjustment as needed) were considered significant.

**RESULTS**

**Administration of Apelin to Mice**

Ove26 mice develop hyperglycemia at birth and have established diabetic nephropathy by 3 mo of age (67). Diabetic Ove26 mice and control littermates received one daily subcutaneous injection of APLN-13 (150 μg·kg⁻¹·day⁻¹), starting at 10 wk (2.5 mo) of age. One group of mice was killed at 12 wk (3 mo) of age and the other group at 24 wk (6 mo) of age.

**Clinical Parameters**

Diabetic Ove26 mice and nondiabetic littermates were treated with one daily subcutaneous injection of apelin (150 μg·kg⁻¹·day⁻¹) at 2.5 mo of age. One group of mice was killed at 3 mo of age (and 2 wk of apelin treatment) and the group at 6 mo of age (and 3.5 mo of apelin treatment) (Fig. 1). Table 1 shows that apelin treatment did not reduce hyperglycemia in diabetic Ove26 mice at 3 and 6 mo. Diabetic mice lose a significant amount of body weight at 3 and 6 mo, and weight loss was not modified by apelin. Blood pressure was measured in 6-mo-old mice: diabetic Ove26 mice were significantly hypotensive, as reported by Zheng et al. (67), and apelin treatment did not affect blood pressure. Circulating levels of apelin have been reported to be higher in patients with type 1 diabetes (38), but the local contents of apelin have not been measured. Therefore, we measured intrarenal content of APLN-13 in kidney cortex homogenates by ELISA. Renal APLN-13 levels were decreased ~40% in kidney cortex from diabetic mice at 3 and 6 mo of diabetes and were restored by apelin treatment. These data and the data from Fig. 2 suggest that APLN-13 upregulates its own expression and the expression of its receptor.

**Regulation of APJ in Diabetic Kidneys**

Expression and localization of the apelin receptor APJ in mouse kidneys has not been reported. We performed immunohistochemistry on section of paraffin-embedded kidneys from 3-mo-old mice. Figure 2A shows that APJ is expressed in the blood vessels and the glomeruli in control NJ mice. In diabetic Ove26 mice, APJ expression was significantly reduced in both glomeruli and blood vessels and it was restored by a 2-wk treatment with APLN-13. We confirmed these results by performing immunoblot on kidney cortex homogenates using the same antibody. Figure 2B shows that APJ expression is reduced ~60% in kidneys from 3-mo-old diabetic mice and is restored by a 2-wk treatment with APLN-13. APJ mRNA was measured by RT-qPCR on RNA extracted from kidney cortex from the same mice. Figure 2C shows that APJ mRNA was significantly decreased (~70%) in diabetic Ove26 mice compared with control and that APJ mRNA expression was restored to control levels by APLN-13 treatment.

**Effect of Apelin on Renal Hypertrophy**

Kidney enlargement is one of the early manifestation of diabetic nephropathy. Figure 3A shows that kidney weight is significantly increased in 3-mo-old diabetic Ove26 mice compared with control NJ mice and that APLN-13 treatment restored kidney weight to control level. At 6 mo of age, kidney weight increased more rapidly in diabetic than in control mice and APLN-13 treatment prevented gain in kidney weight in diabetic Ove26 but not in control NJ mice. Kidney hypertrophy is defined as an increase in kidney-to-body weight ratio. Figure 3B shows that diabetic Ove26 mice developed progressive kidney hypertrophy that was significantly inhibited by APLN treatment. These data show that continuous APLN-13 treatment prevents progression of kidney hypertrophy in diabetic mice.

**Effect of Apelin on Glomerular Hypertrophy**

We next assessed glomerular morphology by staining sections of paraffin-embedded kidneys with PAS. Figure 4A shows that glomeruli in diabetic Ove26 mice were enlarged and contained more mesangial matrix, visible as dark purple staining, than control NJ mice at both 3 and 6 mo of age. Treatment with APLN-13 significantly decreased glomerular enlargement and mesangial matrix deposition at 3 and 6 mo. Morphometric analysis of these glomeruli shows that glomer-

### Table 1. Clinical parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>3 mo</th>
<th>6 mo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Diabtes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycemia, mg/dl</td>
<td>145 ± 8</td>
<td>586 ± 14*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body weight, g</td>
<td>27 ± 1</td>
<td>19 ± 1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic blood pressure, mmHg</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal apelin, pg/mg tissue</td>
<td>27.8 ± 0.4</td>
<td>17.0 ± 0.4*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means ± SE. Glycemia and body weight were measured at the time of death, and systolic blood pressure was recorded using the tail-cuff method in 6-mo-old the week before death. *P < 0.01 vs. control, †P < 0.01 vs. diabetes by ANOVA.
Fig. 2. Regulation of APJ in kidneys from diabetic mice. A: renal expression of APJ was studied by immunohistochemistry on sections of paraffin-embedded kidneys from 3-mo-old mice. Arrows point to glomeruli. Top, middle, and bottom: represent 3 different mice. B: APJ protein was measured by immunoblot on kidney cortex homogenates from 3-mo-old mice. Bottom: combined data obtained on kidneys from 5 individual mice for each experimental condition. C: APJ mRNA was measured by RT-quantitative (q)PCR on total RNA extracted from kidney cortex and normalized using GAPDH expression; n = 5 mice per group. Numbers inside brackets represent P values calculated by ANOVA; con, control.
ular tuft area in control NJ mice did not increase significantly with age but that in diabetic mice glomerular area doubled at 3 mo and kept becoming larger at 6 mo. APLN-13 treatment significantly reduced glomerular tuft area at both 3 and 6 mo. These data show that continuous APLN-13 treatment reduces progression of glomerular hypertrophy and mesangial matrix deposition in diabetic Ove26 mice.

Effect of Apelin on Albuminuria

In diabetic patients, albuminuria is associated with increased risk of renal failure and cardiovascular mortality. Figure 5A shows that albuminuria was significantly increased in diabetic Ove26 mice at 3 mo of age and was further increased at 6 mo. APLN-13 treatment did not improve albuminuria at 3 mo but reduced it by ~50% at 6 mo of age. The podocyte number decreases early in diabetes and further decreases as albuminuria increases. The number of podocytes is inversely related to the degree of albuminuria (36). Podocytes were detected by staining for WT1 (Fig. 5B), and the number of WT1+ nuclei per glomerulus was counted (Fig. 5C). Podocyte number was significantly reduced in 6-mo-old diabetic mice and was not restored by APLN-13 treatment. Albumin reabsorption by the megalin/cubilin complex in the proximal tubules may play a role in maintaining low levels of albuminuria (18). Tubular absorption of albumin has been shown to be significantly reduced in rats with early-stage type 1 diabetes, due to reduced expression of megalin in the brush border of the proximal tubule (39). Figure 5D shows a strong expression of megalin in the brush border of the proximal tubule in control mice that was significantly reduced in mice with 6 mo of diabetes. Treatment with APLN-13 partially restored megalin expression. Megalin expression was quantified by immunoblot. Figure 5E shows that megalin expression was reduced by >50% in kidneys from diabetic mice compared with control mice. APLN-13 treatment partially restores megalin expression to ~70% of control. These data suggest that APLN-13 reduces albuminuria in diabetic mice by restoring proximal tubular reabsorption of albumin, rather than by reducing podocyte loss.

Effect of Apelin on Monocyte Infiltration

Infiltration of inflammatory cells, including monocytes, in the kidney occurs early in diabetic nephropathy and is involved in the pathogenesis of the disease. Monocytes were detected by staining for CD68 (Fig. 6, A and B), and the number of CD68+ cells in the glomeruli (Fig. 6C) or the tubulointerstitial compartment (Fig. 6D) was counted. The number of monocytes increased significantly in both glomeruli and tubulo-interstitium at 3-mo-old diabetic Ove26 mice and did not further increase at 6 mo. APLN-13 treatment restored monocyte number to control level at 3 and 6 mo. These data show that APLN-13 exerts a profound anti-inflammatory effect on kidneys from diabetic Ove26 mice.

Effect of Apelin on Mediators of Renal Inflammation

Infiltration of monocytes in the kidney requires coordinated expression of several proinflammatory molecules, such as MCP1, which recruits circulating monocytes to the endothelium and VCAM1 which allows adhesion and infiltration. We detected and localized MCP1 and VCAM1 proteins by immunohistochemistry and immunoblot and mRNAs by RT-qPCR in mice with 6 mo of diabetes. MCP1 was weakly expressed in glomeruli in proximal and distal tubules in control mice; in diabetic mice, MCP1 distribution was not changed but its expression was increased, and treatment with APLN-13 reversed the increase in MCP1 expression (Fig. 7A). Immunoblot analysis showed that MCP1 expression was increased twofold in kidney cortex from diabetic mice and that APLN-13 reversed this increase (Fig. 7B). Renal MCP1 mRNA expression was upregulated by diabetes (~2.5-fold) and restored by treatment with APLN-13 (Fig. 7C). VCAM1 expression was increased in kidney from control mice was weak; in diabetic mice, VCAM1 staining was strong in glomeruli and appeared in the interstitium. Treatment with APLN-13 reversed the increase in VCAM1 expression (Fig. 7D). Immunoblot analysis showed that VCAM1 expression was increased ~2.6-fold in kidney cortex from diabetic mice and that APLN-13 reversed this increase (Fig. 7E). Renal VCAM1 mRNA expression was upregulated by diabetes (~5-fold) and restored by treatment with APLN-13 (Fig. 7F). Expression of proinflammatory molecules, such as MCP1 and VCAM1, is under the control of the NF-κB in diabetic kidneys (15, 65). The most studied dimer is p50:p65, which is activated by the classical pathway and promotes gene expression (25, 43). Inactive NF-κB dimers are sequestered in the cytoplasm, and their activation results in nuclear translocation and activating phosphorylation of Ser536 in the case of p65 (61). We therefore assessed activation of the p65 subunit by measuring its nuclear translocation and phosphorylation on Ser536. Nuclear fractions were prepared from kidney cortex from mice with 6 mo of diabetes. Figure 8A shows that lamin B1 was strongly expressed and that GAPDH was almost absent from the nuclear fractions, indicating that the nuclear fractions were devoid of cytosolic contamination. Figure 8A also shows that nuclear content of both total p65 and p-p65 were significantly increased by diabetes and reversed by treatment with APLN-13. Nuclear translocation of p65 was quantified in Fig. 8B. Figure 8C shows quantitation of the phosphorylation of nuclear p65 on Ser536. It shows that nuclear translocation of p65 was accompanied its phosphorylation. These data indicate that p65 was activated in kidney cortex from diabetic mice and...
inactivated by APLN-13 treatment but does not prove that p65 was involved in upregulation of proinflammatory molecules. Therefore, we measure binding of p65 to VCAM1 promoter by ChIP assay, as described in METHODS. Because p65 binds to the proximal region of the VCAM1 promoter (two sites at −77 and −63) (24), we chose primers that amplify the region spanning from +1 to −1,000 bases relative to the transcription start site. ChIP assay shows that binding of p65 to VCAM1 promoter was increased 10-fold in kidney cortex from diabetic mice compared with control mice, and that treatment with APLN-13 reversed p65 binding to control levels (Fig. 8D). Together, these data show that APLN-13 reverses activation of NF-κB and its binding to VCAM1 promoter.

**Effect of Apelin on Catalase Expression**

Oxidative stress has been shown to play an important role in the development of diabetic nephropathy, and APLN has been shown to stimulate antioxidant enzymes, including catalase (66). Oxidative stress occurs after an imbalance between pathways that produce oxygen radicals (prooxidants) and pathways that degrade or buffer oxygen radicals (antioxidants). We studied the expression of an antioxidant enzyme, catalase, which degrades hydrogen peroxide to water and oxygen. We measured catalase protein by immunoblot and mRNA by RT-qPCR in mice at 3 and 6 mo of age. Catalase protein (Fig. 9A) and mRNA expression (Fig. 9B) was significantly reduced (∼50%) in kidney cortex from diabetic Ove26 mice at 3 and 6 mo. APLN-13 treatment restored catalase expression to control level at both 3 and 6 mo. These data show that APLN-13 restores the expression of a major antioxidant enzyme, catalase, in kidneys from diabetic Ove26 mice.

**Effect of Apelin on Activation of ANG II/AT1 Receptor**

Several studies conducted in the cardiovascular system have demonstrated a reciprocal antagonism between ANG II/AT1 receptor and APLN/APJ (3). Therefore, we measured activation of the renal ANG II/AT1 axis in 6-mo-old mice. The renal cortical content of ANG II (Fig. 10A), as well as AT1 expression (Fig. 10, B and C) and activation, measured by immunoblot using a conformation-specific antibody that recognizes
Fig. 5. Effect of apelin on albuminuria. A: 24-h urine collection was performed on the eve of death; $n = 5$ mice per group. B: podocytes were identified as WT1 + nuclei in the glomeruli. WT1 was detected by immunohistochemistry on sections of frozen kidneys from 6-mo-old mice. Top, middle, and bottom: represent 3 different mice. C: WT1 + nuclei were counted by a blinded investigator. Numbers inside brackets represent $P$ values calculated by ANOVA; ns, not significant. Megalin expression was assessed by immunohistochemistry on sections from paraffin-embedded kidneys (D) and by immunoblot on kidney cortex homogenates (E) from 6-mo-old mice; $n = 5$ mice per group.
only the activated form of the receptor (7) (Fig. 10, B–D), was significantly increased in diabetic mice, and were not affected by treatment with APLN-13 (Fig. 10A). These data show that treatment with APLN does not antagonize activation of renal cortical ANG II/AT1 receptor in diabetic mice.

**DISCUSSION**

This study shows that APJ expression is significantly reduced in kidneys from mice with established type 1 diabetes, suggesting that downregulation of APJ could play a role in the development of diabetic nephropathy. Because the intrarenal renin-angiotensin system plays an important role in the development of complications of hyperglycemia (2, 40), and the apelin/APJ axis has been shown to oppose the effect of the renin-angiotensin system in cardiovascular diseases (44), it is possible that reduction in APJ in the kidney leaves the activated local renin-angiotensin system unopposed and thus contributes to the development of diabetic nephropathy.

This study shows that a short administration of [pyr<sup>1</sup>]apelin-13 (APLN-13) was sufficient to reduced kidney and glomerular hypertrophy as well as renal inflammation, but a prolonged treatment was required to improve albuminuria. APLN-13 also restored the expression of the antioxidant enzyme catalase, which was downregulated in kidneys from diabetic mice. This indicates that the renoprotective effects of APLN-13 could be due to stimulation of antioxidant pathways. The effects of APLN-13 appear to be direct, since it did not affect glycemia, blood pressure, or activation of renal cortical ANG II/AT1 receptor in diabetic mice.

Our observation that renal apelin and its receptor APJ are downregulated in kidneys from diabetic mice suggests that apelin could play a role in maintaining renal function/structure. After apelin treatment, amelioration of renal injury is accompanied by upregulation of renal apelin and APJ. However, APJ knockout mice do not show signs of renal injury (46), suggesting that apelin/APJ plays a protective role during kidney injury.

---

**Fig. 6. Effect of apelin on monocyte infiltration.** A: CD68<sup>+</sup> cells were detected by immunohistochemistry on sections of paraffin-embedded kidneys from 3 and 6-mo-old mice. CD68<sup>+</sup> nuclei were counted by a blinded investigator in glomeruli (C) and the tubulo-interstitial compartment (D). Numbers inside brackets represent P values calculated by ANOVA; ns, not significant.

---
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injury. It is interesting that apelin upregulates its own receptor. There is no report of a direct upregulation of APJ by apelin in the literature, but many growth factors/hormones upregulate their own receptor. This is the case for growth factors involved in diabetic nephropathy, such as transforming growth factor-β (37), IL-6 (57), ANG II (63), and VEGF (8).

In diabetic patients, progressive albuminuria significantly contributes to its development and progression (58). The mechanisms of albuminuria are complex and involve several structures in the nephron. Albumin has to cross the endothelial glycocalyx, the glomerular basement membrane, and the slit diaphragm between the foot processes of the podocytes, which are normally not very permeable. After filtration, the albumin is reabsorbed by the megalin/cubilin system expressed on the brush border of the proximal tubule (18). It is likely that development of persistent albuminuria involves dysfunction of several cell types, including the glomerular endothelial cells, podocytes, or proximal tubule epithelial cells (58, 59). Our finding that APLN-13 improves albuminuria without increasing the number of podocytes in glomeruli from diabetic mice indicates that APLN-13 does not protect podocytes but could act on proximal tubule epithelial cells, as suggested by the fact that APLN-13 increases the expression of megalin in the brush border of proximal tubules in kidneys from diabetic mice. Since the apelin receptor APJ is not detectable in this renal structure, the effect of APLN-13 may be indirect. Megalin mRNA expression in the proximal tubules is stimulated by various factors, including vitamin A and vitamin D (33). The mechanism by which Apelin regulates megalin expression remains to be determined.

Early and persistent hypertrophy of the glomeruli and the kidney is a hallmark of diabetic nephropathy in type 1 diabetes (14, 42, 48). Renal hypertrophy is largely due to tubular cell hypertrophy (49, 50), and glomerular hypertrophy is due to an enlargement of capillary lumina and an increase of capillary cell mass (21) with minimal hyperplasia of either compartment (45). Cell hypertrophy in diabetic rats is due to increased protein synthesis in both the tubular and glomerular compartments (45, 55). The absence of APJ expression in the tubules suggests that its role in the reduction of kidney hypertrophy is indirect. Such an indirect link between apelin and cell hypertrophy has been established in the cardiovascular system. Myocardial expression of apelin and APJ decreases during left ventricular hypertrophy in rats subjected to suprarenal aortic banding (10) and in Dahl salt-sensitive rats fed a high-salt diet (26). Administration of apelin to rats with monocrotaline-induced pulmonary hypertension delayed the progression of right ventricle hypertrophy (11). Together, these studies suggest that the apelin system plays a protective role against cardiac hypertrophy. The antihypertrophic effect of apelin seems to be

---

**Fig. 7. Effect of apelin on mediators of renal inflammation.** Monocyte attractant protein 1 (MCP1; A) and vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 (VCAM1; D) were detected by immunohistochemistry on sections of paraffin-embedded kidneys from 6-mo-old mice. Top, middle, and bottom: represent 3 different mice. MCP1 protein (B) and VCAM1 protein (E) was measured by immunoblot on kidney cortex homogenates from 6-mo-old mice. Bottom: combined data obtained on kidneys from 5 individual mice for each experimental condition. MCP1 mRNA (C) and VCAM1 mRNA (F) were measured by RT-qPCR on total RNA extracted from kidney cortex and normalized using GAPDH expression; n = 5 mice per group. Numbers inside brackets represent P values calculated by ANOVA.
linked to its reduction of oxidative stress by upregulation of antioxidant enzymes (16).

Oxidative stress has long been recognized as an important factor in the pathogenesis of diabetic nephropathy (4, 22, 53). Oxidative stress results from an imbalance between pathways that produce oxygen radicals (prooxidants) and pathways that degrade or buffer oxygen radicals (antioxidants), such as catalase. Deletion of catalase in mice worsened renal injury in mice with streptozocin-induced type 1 diabetes (23), indicating that catalase plays a protective role in diabetic nephropathy. We found

Fig. 8. Effect of apelin on NF-κB activation. A: nuclear translocation of the p65 subunit of NF-κB was assessed by immunoblot on nuclear fractions purified from kidney cortex from 6-mo-old mice. Loading was assessed by measuring expression of lamin B1. B: ratio of p65/lamin B1 in nuclear extracts. C: ratio of p-p65/p65 in nuclear extracts. D: binding of p65 to VCAM1 promoter by ChIP; n = 5 mice per group. Numbers inside brackets represent P values calculated by ANOVA.

Fig. 9. Effect of apelin on catalase expression. A: catalase protein was detected by immunoblotting on kidney cortex homogenates from 6-mo-old mice. Bottom: densitometric analysis of catalase expression, normalized for loading using actin. B: catalase mRNA was measured by RT-qPCR on total RNA extracted from kidney cortex and normalized using GAPDH expression; n = 5 mice per group. Numbers inside brackets represent P values calculated by ANOVA.
that even a short treatment with APLN-13 restored catalase levels in kidney cortex from diabetic mice, indicating that APLN-13 exerts a strong antioxidant effect in the diabetic kidney and suggesting that its renoprotective effects could be due to upregulation of antioxidant enzymes.

Clinical studies have established an association between a rise in inflammatory markers and diabetic nephropathy, and renal inflammation could play a direct role in the initiation of renal injury during diabetes (34). Renal NF-κB, a master regulator of inflammation, has been shown to be activated in diabetic mice (54) and humans (39, 47), and strategies that inhibit NF-κB signaling in diabetic mice improve renal function (64). There is a growing body of evidence that apelin exerts anti-inflammatory properties systemically and inside various organs. Circulating levels of apelin are inversely correlated with inflammation markers, among which are IL-6, TNF-α, and hsCRP, in hemodialyzed patients (9) and in kidney allografts recipients (35). Subcutaneous administration of apelin, at doses similar to the dose used in this study, resulted in decreased infiltration of inflammatory cells such as macrophages; decreased expression of proinflammatory cytokines, including TNF-α and IL-6; and decreased cardiac fibrosis in salt-loaded Dahl salt-sensitive rats (17), in lungs from rats exposed to hyperoxia (62), and in aortas from mice subjected to elastase infusion (31). It is possible that the anti-inflammatory effects of apelin are linked to its beneficial effect on vasculature integrity, since apelin induces the formation of enlarged, nonleaky blood vessels (29) that would be less permeable to circulating inflammatory cells. Interestingly, intraperitoneal administration of TNF-α in mice leads to increased expression of apelin in the adipose tissue and the circulation (6). Therefore, it is possible that upregulation of apelin by TNF-α can serve as a compensatory mechanism to limit tissue inflammation.

Studies using inhibitors of the renin-angiotensin system have demonstrated that activation of ANG II/AT1 receptor plays a major role in the pathogenesis of diabetic nephropathy (30, 32). Since a reciprocal antagonism between the ANG II/AT1 and the APLN/APJ axes has been demonstrated in the cardiovascular system (3), it is possible that apelin reduces kidney injury by antagonizing the ANG II/AT1 receptor. Our data show that apelin does not prevent activation of the renal cortical ANG II/AT1 receptor. However, since the AT1 receptor is also expressed in the renal medulla, it is possible that apelin prevents its activation in this compartment. It is possible that apelin directly inhibits AT1 signaling by forming an heterodimer, as suggested by Siddiquee et al. (52). However, this study was performed in Chinese hamster ovary cell, in which both receptors were artificially overexpressed, and might not reflect physiologic conditions. An inhibition of AT1 downstream signaling by apelin is possible and is currently under investigation.

In conclusion, our study shows for the first time that APLN-13 exerts a protective effect on the diabetic kidney. A short treatment was sufficient to reduced kidney and glomerular hypertrophy as well as renal inflammation, but a prolonged treatment was required to improve albuminuria. Apelin also restored the expression of the antioxidant enzyme catalase, which was downregulated in kidneys from diabetic mice. This indicates that the renoprotective effects of APLN-13 could be due to stimulation of antioxidant pathways. The results of this study suggest that activation of the apelinergic system may be used as a novel therapeutic intervention to complement current treatments for diabetic kidney disease.
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